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We cannot remember a time in our over-long years as a bank analyst when we spent so much time parsing the shape of 
the yield curve—or cared so much about it. After all, the shape of the yield curve during much of our career has been a 
given—it was an upward-sloping curve of varying degrees of steepness. There was—on average—roughly a 175-basis-
point differential between the short end and the long end, and that was about the depth and breadth of our required 
knowledge. 
 
Not anymore. The flatness of the yield curve at this juncture—with the meager differential of only 110 basis points between 
the effective Fed funds rate and the 10-year Treasury note—has caught the attention of the media and of the investing 
public, and the concern is suddenly palpable. The headlines have become almost apocalyptic: “What’s A Flattening Yield 
Curve And Why It Should Scare You” (CNN Money, March 28) and “Yield Curve Is Entering the Danger Zone” 
(Bloomberg, April 9) are only two of the most recent attention-grabbers, and we have seldom heard the yield curve 
discussed in such dire and dark terms. 
 

 
Pricing as of April 13, 2018 
Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 
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We get it—a flat yield curve is an unusual occurrence, and it sometimes—let us repeat, sometimes—inverts, an occurrence 
that historically has accurately predicted the coming of a recession. (Indeed, there has been a slight inversion at the very 
short end of the present curve that has freaked out financial pundits everywhere, but the prevailing opinion seems to be 
that it relates to specific conditions in the money markets.) But it might be more instructive—and a lot more calming—to 
think about all the extraordinary circumstances contributing to yield curve flatness presently and how these elements 
might change to contribute to “normalcy” in coming months. 
 

 
 

Pricing as of April 16, 2018 
Source: U.S. Department of Treasury 

 
 
When we first started to think about the implications of a flat yield curve, our immediate thought was this: Why in the 
world would we have expected that we would come out of a decade of negative real interest rates—a circumstance 
unprecedented in American economic history—and that everything would suddenly become “normal?” That the credit 
markets would suddenly become calm islands of rational expectations, that all market participants would forget the 
lessons of the Financial Crisis and revert to pre-crisis behaviors, and that a 3% short end of the curve with a 5% long end—
which is where long-term interest rate averages have migrated over decades—would quickly prevail again? If this set of 
unrealistic expectations is the case (as we believe), then what were we all thinking? 
 
The fact that the curve is flattening as a new regime takes over at the Fed is, we believe, no coincidence and presents the 
greatest potential danger for over-reaction in the credit markets. We have found the direct speaking ways of Chairman Jay 
Powell to be a welcomed change from the overly-academic parsing of his two predecessors, and his apparent aversion to 
the reaction of the stock market to necessary Fed actions is something that we deem essential to reestablishing Fed 
credibility and moving back toward the “new normal” in interest rates. The seeming determination of the Fed board to 
move before inflation becomes an issue is admirable, in our opinion, and should give investors greater faith in asset 
valuations and bank credit quality going forward. 
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The flattening of the yield curve is indeed being driven by rising rates on the short end (the end that the Fed can influence) 
and slightly declining rates on the long end (the end that belongs to market expectations.) The short-rate situation is largely 
conceded to be driven by the pace of rate increases that is being espoused by the Fed’s decision makers—another three or 
so rate increases in 2018 and a similar number next year. We would note, however, that the flattening curve is prompting 
some Fed decision makers—like James Bullard of the St. Louis Fed—to begin to back-pedal slightly from a pre-decided 
course of rate increases in favor of a more “wait and see” approach. And almost all rate-watchers concede that long rates 
should be higher—given the impact of tax cuts and massive government spending—but that the talk of trade wars, actual 
wars (Syria) and Washington wars (the Mueller investigation, etc.) may be combining to dampen expectations of long-
term growth and to keep long rates constrained. 
 

 
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

 
 
While a steeper yield curve is generally better for the banking industry, it does not follow that a flat yield curve is ruinous, 
the dire predictions of the financial press notwithstanding. While the first quarter earnings reporting season is just getting 
started, we got an opportunity to probe the issue on the 1Q18 Wells Fargo (WFC) earnings call with CFO John Shrewsberry, 
and his commentary was both interesting and unexpected. And Wells Fargo is a great bank to reflect the impacts of a flat 
curve, given their extensive consumer and commercial loan books and their huge core deposit base, as well as the breadth 
of their consumer businesses. 
 
 
 
 

Federal Open Market Committee Dot Plot as of March 21, 2018
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Mr. Shrewsberry’s observation was that Wells Fargo can indeed continue to increase net interest revenues even as the yield 
curve flattens, and even that slightly higher short-term rates would be good for the bank. Wells Fargo is, after all, still 
highly liquid (as are most large American banks) and rising short rates mean higher earnings on those liquid funds as well 
as on those consumer and commercial assets that price off the short end of the curve. (At the same time, Mr. Shrewsberry 
noted that deposit betas have not yet fully kicked in, so that rising short rates will not automatically translate into higher 
deposit rates.) And on the longer end, stable or declining long rates are likely to give yet another push to the all-important 
mortgage business, for both Wells Fargo and for other mortgage banks, which would be an important earnings impetus 
in the busy Spring home buying season.  
 
So while a flattening curve may signal unusual conditions in the credit markets, many American banks are not dreading 
the consequences. That does not mean, however, that all banks will welcome such a circumstance, especially those who 
are less liquid and are more concentrated into a narrower set of lending activities. Our thought is that these banks—most 
likely in the smaller end of the community segment—may finally be compelled by the prospect of an extended period with 
a flat yield curve to seek merger partners, and that we could see yet another wave of consolidation activity as a result.  
 
The flat yield curve is as yet early in its evolution, and as one of our Wall Street contacts pointed out, that 110-basis point 
rate differential could be increased swiftly by a strong employment report, an unexpectedly strong increase in wage 
growth, a resolution of the anticipated trade tiffs, or any other of a number of possible signs of stronger long-term trends. 
And while the first few 1Q18 earnings reports from the large banks have not inspired the market’s enthusiasm—in spite 
of very good underlying fundamentals and more-than-respectable loan growth—we think it likely that investors will be 
more favorably inclined toward bank earnings trends as the overall market mood improves from what is now a distinctly 
sour tone overall. 
 
Indeed, we would like to throw out a point for debate—just for the fun of it. Instead of the yield curve impacting bank 
earnings, what if it is—this time, anyway—the other way around? What if the first quarter earnings season progresses 
successfully, the banks produce good results and strong loan growth, and there are no incipient credit issues? What if the 
prospects for more beneficent banking regulation—especially as it relates to the annual stress tests and the ability of the 
industry to return more capital to shareholders—becomes a reality? What if banks become even more able to aid long-
term economic growth? (And what if Washington just shuts its mouth, for once?) Our bet is that we would no longer be 
debating the impact of a flat yield curve, but debating what banks were going to do with all those net interest revenues 
from the steepening. 
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